
SUFFICIENT CRITERIA OF CONVEXITY 

Yu. D. Burago and V. A. Zalgaller UDC 513/615 

In this article a survey of criteria of convexity of sets and hypersurfaces in ~ , in 

Riemannian and infinite-dlmensional linear spaces, is made~ Included are the fol- 

lowing sections: support property; local convexity; local support; curvature of 

the boundary; section by planes; uniqueness of closest points; systems of sets~ 

This paper amounts to a trial portion of a survey on the theory of convexity. We pro- 

pose its first part to include the following chapters: Convexity and Its Generalizations; 

Structure of Convex Sets; Sufficient Criteria of Convexity; Facial Structure; Convex Hull; 

Separability; Approximation. Other parts to follow include, among others: Operation and 

Functionals on Convex Sets. Our further aim, taking as our model the survey of Bonnesen and 

Fenchel (1934), is to expound the fundamental geometrical facts and constructions for convex 

bodies in~ ~ and to indicate briefly their analogs, above all, in Riemannian geometry and 

functional analysis. 

The authors welcome critiques of their presentation as well as evaluations of the con- 

tents of the various chapters. 

25, LOMI. 

Our address for such comments is: Leningrad D-II, Fontanka 

w SUPPORT PROPERTY 

I.I Sufficiency of Support Property for Convexity 

THEOREM. A closed set F in ~ , where F contains interior points, is convex if and 

only if a support hyperplane exists at each point of the boundary ~F . 

The theorem is true in an arbitrary linear topological space L and in a Lobachevskii 

space H ~ . The necessity part of the theorem is a known consequence of separability theorems. 

The following proof of the sufficiency part of the theorem is independent of whichever one 

of the spaces ~, L, or ~ one has in mind. 

Suppose that ~ is not convex. Then there exists a segment ~ with endpoints on ~ F 

whose interior lies outside of F . We draw a two-plane through ~ and ~ which also passes 

through an interior point ~ of ~ not lying on the line ~ (see Fig. !). Joining an in- 

terior point ~ of the segment ~ with the point ~ ~ we locate a point ~ on ~ . A 

support hyperplane at the point ~ cannot have the points ~,~ , and a neighborhood of the 

point ~ on one side of itself. 

This theorem has been proved by many authors (see, e.g., [1-3]). 
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w LOCAL CONVEXITY 

2.1 Local Convexity 

Definition i. We say that a set m c ~ is locally convex at a point ~ m if there 

exists a neighborhood ~ of the point ~ such that m ~ is convex. Moreover, it is suf- 

ficient to employ convex neighborhoods ~. This definition applies without change for locally 

convex linear topological spaces L (for most spaces the words "locally convex" have another 

S �9 H �9 meaning), for the spaces and , and for general Riemannian spaces. 

In the case of nonlocally convex ~ the necessary convex neighborhoods ~ cannot exist. 

(However, there exists in L, for every neighborhood of ~ of a point 2o , a neighborhood V, 

star-shaped and centrally symmetric with respect to ~0 ' such that ~,~ ~V implies that 

. )  

Definition i*. A set ~- in an arbitrary linear topological space M is said to be weakly 
locally convex at a point ~o~ m if there exists a neighborhood ~ of the point ~o , such that 

~, ~ e M ~ ~ implies that ~ ~ c M. In contrast to Definition i, it is not asserted here 

that 

In locally convex spaces the Definitions 1 and i* are identical. 

THEOREM 1 (Tietze--Nakajima). A connected closed set F in is convex if and only if 

it is locally convex at all of its points. 

The theorem is true in ~ H~ , and ~ ; moreover, the requirement that F be locally con- 

vex can be replaced by the requirement that it be weakly locally convex, in order to include 

the case of nonlocally convex spaces. The following proof includes all these cases. 

LEMMA I. Any two points of ~ can be joined by a polygonal line in ~ . 

Let p~ ~ , and let ~p be the part of F accessible from ~ by polygonal lines. For 

~ ~p , we can find a neighborhood V, star-shaped with respect to ~, such that for all 

D~ F~V we have ~DCF. We conclude from this that ~p is open and closed. Therefore, 

in view of the fact that F is connected, we have ~ = Fp �9 

LEMMA 2. If and , then 
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Fig. 2 

Consider on ~Z the set K of those points p for which there exists, on the open seg- 

ment (~), a point ~p , such that ~av(pU~pU~]~F . The set E is not empty since  cK. 
If ?eK it is then obvious that the whole segment ~cm . We can readily see that on ~Z 

the set E is open and closed (and, therefore, m =~ ). 

Let peK and P ~Z . We take a neighborhood V of the point ~ for which ~,~ e FNV 

implies that ~cF. Within the bounds of V we fix a point ~e(p~ and a point ~e(pZ] . 

Then (see Fig. 2), on the line gg we can find a point ~, which allows us to conclude that 

gem. Therefore, K is open on ]Z. 

Assume now that ~ is a limit point of the set ~ . We select a neighborhood ~ of the 

point ~ for which it follows from ~.~ e FNV that ~gC ~ . Within the bounds of V we choose 

on (~g) a point peK and a point ~ on (p~ on ~g extended we obtain ~ , and we readily 

see that ~e m . Therefore, m is closed on ~Z . 

Thus, K =~Z and, therefore, there exists a point ~ on (~) , such that ~av (ZU~U~) C F. 

Consider the set W of those points $e ~ for which ~0mvCZU 5 U ~] C F . This set is not 

empty: ~eW o it is closed since F is closed. If ~eW , then ~c w . It is easy to 

see now that W is open on ~ . From what was proved above, this set, together with the 

point ~ , contains the segment ~ ; similarly, this set, together with each point Ige(~ , 

will contain a segment ~ , where ~ is constructed from ~, ~, and ~ in the same way 

that ~ was constructed from ~, ~, and ~ . Thus, W coincides with ~, and eemma 2 is there- 

by proved. 

Theorem I is an immediate consequence of Lemmas i and 2. 

Theorem i was proved for ~ in [i 2]; for locally convex L in [8]; and for general L 

in [12]. 

For arbitrary (nonclosed) sets we have the following result (see [i0]). 

THEOREM 2. Let M be a connected set in a separable Banach space ~ . If M is locally 

convex, then the set r M of its relatively interior points is a convex set. (Points in- 

terior relative to the affine hull of M .) 
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Fig. 3 

2.2. Local Convexity of Components 

We say that a set M is C -convex (see [7]) if each of its connected components is con- 

vex; it is locally C -convex if for arbitrary ~M , there is a neighborhood ~ , such that 

all the components of M ~ are convex; it is moderately locally C-convex if for arbitrary 

~eM, there is a neighborhood ~ for which the component of M~, containing ~ , is con- 

vex �9 

THEOREM i. Let ~ be a compact, connected, moderately locally C -convex set in a Banach 

space. Then M is convex. 

THEOREM 2. Let M be a compact, connected, locally ~ -convex set in a locally convex 

linear topological space. Then M is convex. 

Theorem i was proved in [12] for the finite-dimensional case and in [14] for the general 

case; Theorem 2 was proved in [13]. 

2.3 Local Convexity in a Majority of Points 

For R=~ , observance of local convexity at all points of a set Fc~ , except at a single 

point N , is not sufficient for the convexity of F (see Fig. 3). For ~3 the situation is 

different. As to the question of how sparse a set NcF must be, so that from local convexity 

at the points of F\N it would follow that F is convex and N empty, the following result 

furnishes a partial answer (for particular results, see [3, 4]). 

THEOREM i (Pasqualini [5]). In a closed convex domain ~c ~ let there be given a con- 

tinuous function I(~) , and let the set ~ be its supergraph in ~*~. On the graph F of the 

function ~ we pick out a set N not containing an (~-O-dimensional continuum. Then, if F 

is locally convex at the points of ~\N , the set F is convex. 

Proof. Let ~ and ~ be projections onto ~ of points X and ~ in ~. If the function 

~, restricted on the segment ~ , has a convex supergraph, then the segment X~c~. it is 

therefore sufficient to verify the convexity of supergraphs over the intervals ~ c~. Since 

convexity is preserved in passages to the limit, it is sufficient to establish this for inter- 

vals ~ with endpoint �9 not lying in the projection N �9 Suppose that over such an interval 

%~ a supergraph is not convex. Then, over ~ this supergraph has points of local noncon- 

vexity. We call these points singular points on ~. Consider i~ a solid cone of seg- 

ments %~ . For small angles between ~ and ~ , there are singular points on all intervals 

~%; otherwise, as % --~ , supergraphs over ~ would be convex and, hence, in the limit 

would also be convex over ~ . On each ~ the set of singular points is closed and does 

not contain �9 . Each singular point on ~ is a limit point for singular points of rays con- 

verging to ~ (otherwise in the limit it would not be a point of local nonconvexity of a 

supergraph). Therefore, on all the segments ~ close to ~ , the set of singular points 
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closest to ~ forms an (~'0 -dimensional surface. This contradicts the conditions of the 

theorem. 

Under the conditions of Theorem I, we put the points of the graph ~ into classes: into 

class C~ if at the point in question ~ is locally convex (downwards); into class C_ if ~ is 

locally concave (convex upwards); into class ~ if ~ is locally linear; and, in the remaining 

cases, into ~ . The example of the lateral surface of a pyramid with a nonconvex base shows 

that when the set N is a single point the function ~ cannot, on the whole, be convex. How- 

ever, we do have the following result (see [5]). 

THEOREM 2. If C o is empty and N does not contain an (~-~ -dimensional continuum, then 

for %~ 3 the function ~ is, on the whole, convex (upwards or downwards). 

2.4. Locally Convex Hypersurfaces 

. ~ ~4 
We say that the topological immersion ~ M ~--~ ~' of the manifold in is !o- 

cally convex at a point ~6~ if ~ has a neighborhood ~ such that I(~) is a part of the 

boundary of a convex body in 

THEOREM I (Heijenoort [9]). Let ~. M~__~n+1 ~ , be a topological immersion of a 

simply connected manifold ~. If ~ is locally convex at all points and has at least one 

point of local strict support and if ~ , is complete in the metric induced by the immersion, 

then -~ is an imbedding and I~> is the boundary of a convex body. 

Remarks. In view of the local convexity of ~ arbitrary points ~,~ ~ ~ , can be joined 

by a path ~ , such that the curve o~ is rectifiable in ; therefore, the metric induced 

M by the imbedding i exists. If is closed, the requirement of the presence of a point of 

strict local convexity is satisfied automatically. Figure 4 shows the existence of the con- 

dition ~>I ; Fig. 5 shows that the condition of local convexity cannot be replaced by the 

condition of local support. If, with the observance of the remaining conditions of Theorem 

no point of local strict support, then, as shown in [18], ~ defines a cylindrical I, there is 

hypersurface, not necessarily convex (see Fig. 6); for similar results, see [16], Theorems 

3-5, and [17], Theorem 4.* Results close to Theorem i, but much weaker, were announced ear- 

lier in [6]. 

Proof. In the case of any convex body, for almost all directions of the normal Ve ~ , 

a support hyperplane with the normal V (if such a hyperplane exists) is a hyperplane of strict 

support, i.e., it has a single point contact with the body. Therefore, almost all directions 

of the normal Ve~ are nonsingular for ~ in the sense that ~, even if it has them, has only 

strictly local support hyperplanes with the normals V . 

Let ~ be a point at which ~ has a strictly local support hyperplane. Close to % we 

can find a point ~. with a strictly local support hyperplane and a nonsingular direction V 

of the normal. We choose the origin of coordinates at ~o and we direct the ~ axis along V 

in such a way that the neighborhood ~ of the point ~(~ will lie in the "upper" 

*Shefel's result was inaccurately quoted in [17] (see 4.7 below). 
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Fig. 4 Fig. 5 Fig. 6 

half-space <~,Y> >~0. We denote the hyperplane ~--~o by P(~o~ . We refer to such hyper- 

planes as horizontal hyperplanes, the greater ~o the "higher" the plane. 

In view of the nonsingularity of the direction of ~ and the local convexity of ~, the 

intersections ~(M~)N P(~) are very simply (locally) arranged, and we are further justified 

in using the following obvious lemma. 

LEMMA. Let B cM ~ be a component of l"(I(~)~ P(~)) . Then: Either B is a single 

point and P(~ is a strictly local support plane at this point, or, ~ is a connected (~-O- 

submanifold in ~, and I' restricted on ~ , is a topological imbedding ~]8: ~ -*P(~) ' where- 

in ~(~ is nowhere on 5 a local support to ~, and 5 divides its neighborhood in ~ into 

two parts, the images of which lie, respectively above and below Q(~). 

Let C(~) denote the component of the set ~-'(~(~)~ [<~,?><Z 1 containing the origin 

~0 �9 Let A be the set of those ~ >0 for which the restriction of ~ on C(~) is an imbed- 

ding in the boundary of the convex body ~(%~ . (Here we regard the body ~(%) as bounded by 

the closure of and a convex domain in .) 

The set ~ is not empty; it automatically includes sufficiently small 0<~<6 . 

Let ~o=~ %~ ~ ]  . If ~o =~176 , then ~ is an imbedding on the complete boundary of 

an infinite convex body. We assume that % <oo Then ~o~ A If ~(~o) is a local support 

to ~ , then the boundary OC(~o) is a single point and ~ is an imbedding on the boundary of 

the closed body ~(~o) Assume now that ~(~o~ is not a support to~. Then the set C(%o~ 

has a neighborhood ~; moreover, the image of ~-C~) lies above ~(%o~ . 

We say that a point ~5~C(~o) is exceptional if there is no neighborhood ~ of it for 

which the set ~(~) is a part of the boundary of the convex body lying (locally) on the same 

side of I(~ as K(~o). If there are no exceptional points, we can find a finite covering of 

~(%o) by domains ~s such that all the ~(~ are portions of the boundary of convex bodies 

lying on the same side of ~(~L~ as K(%~). we can then take ~, =%o+6 so as to have: C(~I) C 

~(~o~U~, the restriction of ~ on C(~ an imbedding, and ~(~(~)\C(%~) lying between 

~(~o) and P(~0. The set K , bounded by C(%~ and P(~0, is convex by Theorem 2.1. Therefore, 

~ , which contradicts the choice of ~o �9 

It remains to show that there are no exceptional points. Let ~C(~o) be an excep- 

tional point, and let ~ be a neighborhood of it which is mapped onto the boundary of the 

convex body K' lying on the other side of ~<~ than K(~o~ . The component of the set 

C(~0~ adjacent to ~5 is mapped into a domain lying in some hyperplane ~, which is a sup- 

port for E' and for K(~o~ . According to the lemma, ~# P(%o) ; therefore, the component 

of the set ~C(~o)~, which contains ~, has an image in the (~-O-plane [=Q~(~o). The 
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intersection ~ ~ is a convex set in the hyperplane ~ ; the (R-1)-plane ~, containing ~(~), 

is a support plane to K ~  . Actually, ~ divides ~ into two half-planes, whereby close to 

all the points of the upper half-plane belong to ~i~ Q, since they belong to ~C~) �9 If 

in the lower half-plane we could find a point  ( )eK 0F , then the point ~(~ would be an 

interior point for ~IN[ , which is impossible. 

But, then, none of the points of ~ can be interior points for K'~ , i.e.~ they are ex- 

ceptional points. Therefore, the set of exceptional points is open on ~C (%~. However, it 

is also obviously closed. Hence, it fills out ~C(~O completely, which is impossible, since 

then the restriction of ~ on ~(~ would be a topological imbedding of a closed (~O-mani- 

fold in the (~-~)-plane ~. 

The following results for the projective spaces ~ are related to Theorem i. 

THEOREM 2 (Fenchel [ii]). Let I: M~ >P~+~ be a topological Immersion of a closed 

manifold and let ~ ~ . If ~ is locally strictly convex, then ~ is homeomorphic to a sphere, 

is an imbedding, and ~(M") is the boundary of a convex body in the Euclidean space obtained 

by the removal of a hyperplane from ~+~. 

When n=1 , convexity is not a consequence of local convexity. However, as Mobius ob- 

served, a simple closed locally strictly convex curve in is convex (see [20, Theorem 4]). 

The following result relates to Sec. 2.3. 

THEOREM 3. Let F 2 be a closed C ~ -smooth two-dimensional Riemannian manifold of strict- 

ly positive curvature, and let M 2 be the result of removing from F = a finite number of 

points. Then the ~2 -smooth isometric immersion ~: M2-~ is an imbedding on the boundary 

of a convex body and, by the same token, ~ is determined uniquely to within motions in ~ o 

Theorem 3 was proved in [15]; of central importance here is the establis1~ent of the 

convexity of 3' including the points of F~\~ ~ , after which it is sufficient to use the 

theorem concerning the single-valued determination of general convex surfaces from their 

metric [33]. Theorem 3 can be obtained from a purely local result, which we state here with- 

out proof. 

THEOREM 4. Let ~ be a two-dimensional manifold with the intrinsic metric ~, the spe- 

cific curvature of the metric ~ being positive everywhere except at the point A~ 6~[ M 2 , 

and let ~ be an isometric imbedding of ~\ ~ in ~ as a locally convex surface. Then the 

extension of ~ to ~ in some neighborhood of the point ~ is an imbedding in the form of a 

convex surface. 

2.5. Related Results 

There exist numerous generalizations of the concept of convexity and local convexity. 

Each time there arises the question: Under what conditions does the generalized local con- 

vexity imply the corresponding convexity in the large? 
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We begin with the definition of convexity relative to a family ~of functions (Q-con- 

vexity). Let ~ be a domain in a topological space M, and let ~ be some class of contin- 

uous functions ~ inK, real or complex-valued. We say that the domain ~ is convex relative 

to the class ~ if, for an arbitrary compactum ~c~, the set 

called the~-convex hull of ~ , is compact in ~. Choosing various classes of functions as 

the class ~, we obtain corresponding generalizations of convexity. 

~-convexity takes on a special meaning in the case in which M is a complex space ~ , 

and ~ is either the class of functions holomorphic in ~ or the class of polynomials. In 

the first case, Q-convexity is called holomorphic convexity; and, in the second, polynomial 

convexity. If ~ is the class of linear functions, we obtain ordinary convexity (an open 

connected domainS). 

Holomorphic convexity plays a fundamental role in the theory of functions of several 

complex variables (see, e.g., [28]). In particular, the domain ~ is holomorphically con- 

vex if and only if it is the maximum domain of holomorphicity of some function I" Holomorphic 

convexity coincides with a number of other generalizations of convexity in r (see, e.g., 

[32, p. 400]). Holomorphically convex domains, together with the class of plurisubharmonic 

functions, play a role in ~ in many respects similar to the role of convex domains and con- 

vex functions in ~ (see [24, 28]). 

Along with holomorphic convexity, local variants of one sort or another have been de- 

fined (see [23]), including local convexity in the sense of Levy [28].* By a well-known 

theorem of Oka [22], the domain ~ , locally convex at each of its boundary points in 

the sense of Levy, is holomorphically convex. 

We speak of convexity relative to the class of plurisubharmonic functions as p-convexity. 

A domain ~ is locally p-convex at a point ~e~ if there exists a neighborhood ~ of the 

point ~, such that ~ ~ is convex. It was shown in [21] that local ~-convexity implies 

p-convexity. 

We mention other generalizations, being associated with a global inference concerning 

convexity on the basis of local convexity. 

In [30, 37] the star-shaped property of planar domains was proposed as a criterion of 

this type. 

Criteria for the joinability of any two points of a set by an n-link polygonal line [19] 

was proposed in [29, 38-42]; the result given in [42] contains Theorem 2.1 as a particular 

case. 

*Local convexity in the sense of Levy can be regarded as the complex analog of the absence 

of intrinsic concave supports. See w 
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Criteria for a set to be the union of two (or several) convex bodies were given in [26, 

27, 31, and 34-36]; a part of these were connected with the number of components of a set of 

points of local nonconvexity. 

The representability of a function ~ :~ --> ~4 , defined in a closed convex domain 

in the large in the form of the difference of two convex functions was proved in [25] for 

the case in which ~ admits such a representation locally. 
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Fig. 7 

w LOCAL SUPPORT PROPERTY 

3.1. Concave Supports from Within 

THEOREM 1 (Leja and Wilkosz). An open connected set ~ =~ is convex if in G there 

is no segment of "local strict support from within" lying in G , with the exception of a 

single point, intrinsic for the segment, which lies on ~G . 

For ~ this theorem was proved in [i]. The theorem, together with the proof given 

here, remains true in an arbitrary linear topological space. 

Proof. G is polygonally connected. If ~ is not convex, we can find links ~ =G, 

~% c~ , ~% ~ . We restrict ourselves to a plane P passing through ~, ~ , and ~. It is 

linearly isomorphic to ~ . On ~ and ~ extended, we pick points ~' and ~' (Fig. 7); we 

join these points with a strictly convex curve ~, the construction being affected in ~ ~ ~ . 

Upon affinely contracting [ to the line ~%' , we find a point where [ just touches ~ . At 

this point the tangent to ~ furnishes a segment of local support from within. 

In [10-12] consideration is given to intrinsic and extrinsic local support segments for 

nonconvex Jordan curves and for the boundaries of open domains in ~ . 

Remark. Theorem 1 can be reformulated without bringing in the boundary of G . we say 

that a "weak continuity principle" holds for a domain ~ if for every sequence of segments 

~g~ cG , for which ~s ~ , g~-~g~G , the limit segment ~ lies completely in ~ . 

If a weak continuity principle holds for G , it follows that G is convex. 

For domains in the complex space C ~ , the weak continuity principle is formulated simi- 

larly, with the replacement of segments by two-dimensional analytic surfaces. Fulfillment of 

this principle is equivalent to the holomorphic convexity of the domain G in ~ (see [17]). 

In proving Theorem 3.1 we obtained a much stronger statement. In the case of noncon- 

vexity, we uncovered in G not only segments~ but also a "strictly concave" support from 

within. We can give to it the form of a concave arc of an ellipse. Moreover, the support 

is found at a point allowing tangency from within by a convex arc lying in G (see [9]). 
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The following result holds for Minkowski spaces ~ (see [9]). 

THEOREM 2. Let ~ be an open connected set in ~ . We consider only those points 

~ ~ for which there exists an open Minkowski ball ~m=g , such that ~ ~m . For ar- 

bitrary such ~ and ~m , and an arbitrary two-plane P passing through ~ and the center of ~z , 

let there exist in P a support line ~ to ~mN P , such that for an arbitrary arc of an el- 

lipse ~ , passing through~, tangent to ~, and lying on the other side of ~ than does 

~ N ~, there is in ~ a neighborhood ~(~ of the point ~for which GA~(~) does not 

fall inside the ellipse ~. Then we can conclude that ~ is convex. 

3.2. Concave Supports in a Space of Constant Curvature 

V We say that the Riemannian space is convex if any two of its points, 0~ and ~ ~ can 

be joined by a geodesic of length 2C~.~) , where ~(~,~) is the distance between the points~ 

A connected complete Riemannian space is always convex. The question arises as to when a 

connected incomplete Riemannian space possesses the property of convexity. (For example, if 

6 =~tv F , where F is a closed locally convex connected subset in V ~ , then ~ , with the 

metric induced in it, is a completely geodesic submanifold and is intrinsically convex (see 

[15]) .) 

We give below several sufficient criteria of convexity of incomplete V m, thereby gener- 

alizing a lemma of Efimov [8]�9 

V V V Let be a minimal metric completion of . By the boundary of we mean ~V ~= 

�9 ~ V~\~ ~ Let be a closed ball with a Riemannian metric and let ~; ~-~V ~ be a continuous 

mapping of it into , which on ~\$ is a locally isometric immersion ~:(~--~V n ; 

and let ~e~ ~ , $(~)6 ~V ~ . If, moreover, at the point ~, the immersion ~ has at least 

one of its principal curvatures (relative to a normal intrinsic for ~ ) negative, we speak of 

the pair (~,I) as a concave support at the point ~. 

We begin with an elementary case of spaces of constant curvature, 

V THEOREM I. Suppose that a connected Riemannian space is incomplete, simply con- 

nected, and has a constant curvature K ; and suppose also that at no boundarY point does it 

V V have a concave support. Then is convex. (In addition, admits an isometric imbedding 

~ ~ H ~ into the (corresponding to the curvature) spaces , , in the form of an open convex 

set. In the case ~ ~0 , this set lies in an open hemisphere.) 

This theorem was proved in [8] in the form of a lemma for the case K=I , ?~--~ . 

We begin the proof with an auxiliary construction. Consider in ~ ~2 H~ , a geodesic ~ 

of length ~. We enclose it (see Fig. 8) in a dumbbell-shaped figurewith a concave handle. 

In all cases we draw disks around $ and ~ of radius $<~ and then join them: by arcs of 

~--- in the case (which adds a width ~ to the neck of the dumbbell); by curves equi- 

F distant from in the case ~% ; and by curves equidistant from the auxiliary curves ~ and 

, H 2 ~' ~, ~$ away from~ and~ in the case (in the case we assume, in addition, that 
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~). In the spaces ~ ,S~,~, we connect with the geodesic ~2 the dumbbell obtained by 

revolving the constructed two-dimensional dumbbell about ~ . 

We can always find a ~ (0 < ~0 < $) , such that about the point % there is a closed ball 

~ with center ~ and radius ~=~o , for K~0 , and radius ~=m~(~,~ ~ -~) for K>0 , such 

that all the points of ~ can be joined with ~ by a geodesic passing inside the dumbbell. For 

fixed and g varying within restricted (and allowable) limits, the value of ~ remains 

bounded from below. 

We proceed now to a proof of the theorem. In view of the simple-connectedness, the 

V space admits an isometric immersion into the corresponding (with respect to the curvature) 

spaces S , . Therefore, for K-<0 an arbitrary geodesic (and, for K >0 , a geodesic 

v much shorter than ) going into is the shortest geodesic (the only geodesic) between 

its endpoints. 

Let the points ~,~eV ~ . we join them by a polygonal line ~ CV ~ , and we let ~o be 

the first vertex of this line different from ~. We select a ~>0 , such that 5<~(~, ~V~), 

35<f< 0~, ~7~); when ~>0 we require, in addition, that ~<~ . We move the point % along 

V ~ ~ from ~0 to~. At the beginning, we have in the geodesic 05~ and the dumbbell around 

it. This allows us to draw (in the dumbbell) closer geodesics ~ and to move the point ~, 

maintaining its joinability with0s by a geodesic (it is, in fact, the only and closest such). 

Along with the geodesic, we also continuously move the dumbbell. In the case ~-<0 , either 

the dumbbell touches the boundary and concave support results, or, we go on to ~=~ and the 

V points ~s are joined by the shortest geodesic in . In the case ~>0 , we can go further 

to a point %1 ' for which ~(~,~i)-~- . Then, revolving the geodesic ~s and its dumbbell, 

with the ends 0~ and ~i fixed, we either achieve concave support or we confirm that ~"= ~ , 

V and this contradicts the assumption that is not complete. 

THEOREM 2. In Theorem I the assumption that V ~ is simply connected is superfluous when 

Here it is essential that in the definition of concave support ~the mapping " 

~ is an immersion and not an imbedding. Otherwise Theorem 2 would be invalid. (As an 
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Fig. 9 

example, we can consider a "spindle," obtained from a narrow elbow in S 2 by coalescing its 

sides and letting its vertices go off to infinity.) 

Proof of Theorem 2. According to Theorem I, a universal convering of the space V ~ is 

a convex open domain lying in an open hemisphere S ~ . Therefore, the multiplicity of the 

covering is finite. By joining a point 0~ in the covering by geodesics with all the images 

of a point ~, and then selecting the shortest geodesic, we can affirm the existence of at 

least one shortest geodesic ~ in V ~ itself. 

LEMMA. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, on an arbitrary geodesic arc ~C~ ~ , the dis- 

tance to ~ T~ attains a strict minimum on one or both of the endpoints of ~. 

Indeed, suppose that on ~V ~ we could find a point 95 at a distance ~[ ~, ~V n) from a 

point ~ 6 ~ interior to ~ Consider the shortest ~ in 5~ , wherein the universal covering 

lies (Fig. 9). In the sphere 52 passing throuh ~and ~ , we draw a geodesic arc ~' (orthogo~ 

hal to ~ ) which is just closer to ~. The equidistant curve to ~i induces concave support 

at the point ~. This completes the proof of the lemma. 

We now return to Theorem 2. We consider in V ~ the sets [(~ , ~(t~, ~(~ of those points 

~s ~ for which ~(~,~V ~) is, respectively, =~ , >~ , >~ . Here 0<~ ~<T =~p(~, ~V ~) �9 

It follows from the lemma that the sets [(t) and ~([) are convex (in the sense that points 

of the sets are joinable by shortest lines in V ~ which stay within the sets). Moreover, if 

~,~ ~(t) , then, according to the lemma, the interior portion of the shortest ~ lies in 

~(t) . For this reason, the set ~) is a single point. 

For each ~0,m) , we can find 0<6 <T-~ , such that all the ~6-balls with centers 

on ~(~) are strictly convex and points in these balls are connected by unique shortest lines. 

Then each point ~g ~ F(~) has a unique closest point ~ on ~ (~ +~6) . (Otherwise, two closest 

points would be joinable by a shortest line passing into a ~6-ball with center at O~; but, 

according to the lemma, it would also pass into ~t *~6) , which is inconsistent.) The 

shortest fl~% maps the point ~ onto the whole set ~(t +~6) for 0 $ ~ ~ . This mapping is a 

homotopy of ~(~) onto F(~+6) . Intervals [~, t+6] constructed in this way cover the whole 

interval (0,T) . From them we can select a denumerable covering. This yields a process of 

contraction of V ~ into the point F(T). Hence, V ~ is simply connected. 

When ~ = s 4 0, connectedness and the absence of concave supports does not imply that 

V ~ is simply connected. As an example, we cite the case of an annular domain on the lateral 

surface of a right circular cylinder in ~3 or in ~ . 
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3.3. Concave Supports in a Riemannian ~ 

We begin with some facts from Riemannian geometry. In V ~ let there be immersed a hyper- 

plane V "'~ , oriented by the field of its normals V . Through each point of V ~ we draw, in 

a direction opposite to that of ~ , a geodesic ~ on which we lay off a segment of length ~. 

(We assume that the incompleteness of V ~ is no barrier to our extending the geodesics by a 

length ~.) The resulting points form an equidstant V~4(~. 

LEMMA i. Suppose that in V" the sectional curvatures are bounded: q %K~-<K; and as- 

sume also that on V "'~ the normal curvatures are bounded from below: k~ . Then: i) For 

some constant TCC=,m) >0 , for O~t~T , the equidistant V~"CD i s  an immersed hyperplane. 

2) The normal curvatures at corresponding points and corresponding directions* on V~-~(~ 

and V~(0) are connected by the relation 

kr -q t. (1) 

Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of known lower bounds for the recession 

from a hyperplane of its focal points (see [14]). 

We prove the second assertion. Let ~ be a natural parameter along ~, and let ~(5) be 

a parallel unit vector field along ~; and let k(5) be the normal curvature of V"~(o) in the 

direction of $(~) , where 0 ~O g~ . Let ~ (~,~) , associated with the field $(~), be a varia- 

tion of the curve ~, where g(5,~b)~ V ~-~C~) Let g(t~) be the length of the longitudinal 

curves ~=CO~5 of the variation ~(~,~) . As is well known, 

We have 

Therefore, 

t t 

0 
0 

w h e r e  a p r ~ e  i n d i c a t e s  d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  ~ a n d  t h e  d o t  i n d i c a t e s  c o v a r i a n t  

differentiation with respect to 3. 

~ ( ~ ) ~ t  =~CO) , so that ~ 0 ) ~ 0  . Moreover, O~.Jk=o=O , < Vm~ ,~(~)>  g=O='-k(~ " 

t 

o 

By an exponential mapping of a geodesic ~ we mean the following mapping ~; ~--~V ~. ~ ~~ ~o 
In we fix a segment of the same length ~ as ~. At the initial points of and 

we fix orthonormalized bases (6~, .... e~),(el,.-.,e~ ' with e~ and 6~ being directed along 
~o 

~~ and ~ , respectively. The bases are carried along in parallel fashion along and 

We can now speak of corresponding (with respect to distance from the origin) points ~ ~ , 

~~ and corresponding (with respect to the decomposition into bases) directions at these 

points. Let ~ be a point in ~ We join �9 to the nearest point ~~ of the segment From 

�9 C o r r e s p o n d i n g  d i r e c t i o n s  on  a l l  t h e  a r e  e f f e c t e d  b y  a p a r a l l e l  t r a n s f e r  o f  t h e  v e c -  

t o r s  a l o n g  ~ .  
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the point ~~ , corresponding to ~~ we draw in V , in the direction corresponding to 

~~ , a geodesic ~0~ of length ~o~. This yields the point ~. The correspondence ~(~)=~ 

is then the mapping ~:~-~ . 

An exponential mapping is automatically defined in a neighborhood of the segment ~0~. 

This neighborhood depends only on the possibility of an extension of the geodesics V ~ into 

~0~, which may be restricted by the incompleteness of ~. 

In some neighborhood of ~ the mapping ~ is one-to-one and introduces in V ~ the so-called 

Fermi coordinates. 

We employ the following construction of concave hypersurfaces. In we take a hyper- 

surface F~176 in the form of a drop, obtained by revolving about the ~ axis the planar 

figure shown in Fig. i0, this figure being formed from the arcs of circles of radii ~ and 

P P ~=-~-- �9 

We assume that 0~ ~ ~ ~g . On the concave lateral hypersurface, in the direction of a 

meridian of the drop F~176 , we have, relative to the inwardly directed normal, a normal 

section curvature equal to 

~ (2) 

V We assume that the drop is put into under an exponential mapping. We denote the 

V drop immersed in by ~(~ ,$~ and we say that it is concave if its lateral hypersurface 

V preserves its concavity in , i.e., at each point there is, in at least one direction, a 

negative curvature of a normal section (relative to a normal of the drop directed inwardly). 

Remark i. Consider the geodesic ~ C~ ~. In the Fermi coordinates ~ ,~ close to 

~, i.e., for V~(%~) ~ =~ K~(~) ,* we have for the metric tensor 

where the A;.~p~. are smooth functions of ~ and ~=(~',,..,~). Therefore, in the neighbor- 

hood in question, we have 

�9 Here, and in what follows, ~; ~) are positive continuous functions. The geodesic itself 

is determined by its ~rigin, direction, and length; ~ can therefore be identified with a point 

of the tangential fiber space TV ~. Continuous dependence on ~ is understood to be in the 

topology of T~ ~. 
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from which it follows that 

I? , I (3) 

On ~ we single out a segment ~ and construct on it a drop F(~,~) with 0 < 8 < K~(~) �9 

Comparing the normal curvatures k and ko of the drop in V ~ and in ~ at corresponding points 

and corresponding directions, we obtain, by virtue of the relations (3), 

Ik-kol-~ K~C~)" ~'. 
If, moreover, the length ~ of the segment ~ were taken small, 

(4) 

the drop F(~ $) would automatically be concave since, in the meridional direction, we have 

k-~ko+ f~ - It- ~ + ~--~ <0 .  (5) 

If, in addition, in the construction we take ~$<g= , then the normal curvatures in an 

arbitrary direction are bounded from below: 

k > ko- >~-g~, g>~-7 (6) 

V THEOREM i. Let be an incomplete connected Riemannian space in which the settional 

curvatures are nonnegative and are uniformly bounded from above in each bounded domain ~, 

i.e., 

V 
r~ 

Then, if there is no boundary point at which has concave support, we can conclude that 

V~ is convex. 

Proof. Assume that the points g,g ~V ~ cannot be joined by a shortest path. However, 

in there are always polygonal lines ~ joining 0~ and ~ with lengths ~--~(f~). Fur- 

V ther, we assume that is metrically bounded. Otherwise it is sufficient to keep only the 

V ~ portion of at a distance less than ~(g,g)+~ from ~ As usual, we introduce the mini- 

real metric completion and the boundary ~V =V ~\v ~ 

Let F(t> be the part of V ~ V ~ , �9 consisting of those ~ e for which ~(0~ ~V ~) >i ~ As 

t-~0, an ever larger number of the polygonal lines ~ falls into F(t). For ~eF(t) , there 

is in F(t) a rectifiable path joining ~ and ~, and, hence also, a shortest curve F(t) in 

~(t) of length~. As t-~0, the lengths ~(1) of the curves ~(t) converge to ~(&,g). 

Obviously, !t~ y(I(IJ) 0~ ~) =0. Otherwise, 0<t~<t o t6-~0, can be found for which 

?~ =F(t~) oF(to) . However, then, ~(~)=gcto) , whence gcto)=pCg. ~) and ~o is then the 

V shortest path in , contrary to our assumption. 
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We choose a sequence t~--~0, such that for the shortest ~(t~ in ~(tO we shall have 

9(~(t~), ~V")=t{, and on ~(~;) we mark the first point OJ from ~ for which 9(%~V~=~. 

With ~ =CC~ ~) and ]#6=-} = , we select, in accordance with Lemma i, a constant 

~CC~, ~) ~ , following which we fix ~ =ts <T , ~= ~(t~), ~ =~g , F = F(~ (see Fig. ii). 

We surround the point E, lying in V ~, with a closed convex ball with a neighborhood 

not containing ~ and ~ . Inside ~ we select a smaller ball neighborhood ~ of the point ~. 

The class of geodesics t~l with endpoints on a~ which lie in V and graze ~ is compact~ 

Let ~i=~ ~4(~) , K~=~ K~(~ , where K4(~),~C~ are the functions mentioned in 

the remark. We make further constructions inside the neighborhood'~. 

On the geodesic ~ (origin ~ ) we take the portion ~=p~ and form the drop ~(~,~), 

whereby 

This drop lies in ~, is concave, and on it k~-~/~. 

It is possible that FC~,$) emerges from F. suppose that FC~,~) does not emerge from 

F. If, moreover, ~ remains a geodesic on a scarcely extended portion ~, then, replacing 

=~ by ~ =~%~ , we obtain a drop similar to F(~,~) emerging from F. If p~, is not a 

geodesic, we take in place of ~ =~ a shorter portion ~=~Z' in V ~. This time ~, and hence 

also FC~,$) , emerges from F (otherwise 2 would admit a contraction in F ). Thus, in all 

cases, we have obtained a concave drop, the lateral surface of which issues from F . In ac- 

cord with Lemma i, its equidistant turns out to be a concave support to the boundary of V~| 

THEOREM 2. If in Theorem 1 we assume, in addition, that ~>0, then ~m is diffeomor- 

phic to an open ball ~. 

Proof. It is sufficient to verify that on an arbitrary geodesic ~ the function ~C~(~) 

~V ~) cannot achieve a minimum at an interior point. After this, it is obvious that each 

nonempty set F(~)=~0~: ~eV ~, p(~,SV)>/~ i is locally convex, and from there on, the proof 

is carried out similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [16] (see also [15]). 

Let us assume that the closest point to ~m is the interior point ~ of the geodesic ~. 

We can then find a normal geodesic ~(~) with origin ~(0)=6g and with ~(~) --~ g e ~V ~ as 

~--~o , "realizing" the distance ~= = p(0~, ~V~). In a parallel fashion, we can, by moving 

the vector tangent to ~ at the point ~ along ~(~), obtain a parallel vector field ~(~) , 0 

t <t o . Let ~ denote the geodesics issuing from points of 6~([) in direction C(~). We reckon the 

natural parameter 0 on all the ~t from the points of 0~(~). 

We note that for arbitrary ~ and sufficiently small I)I #0 

,pC~o), ~t(~)) < ;oC~Co), ~(o)). (8} 
Actually, we fix 04~ / <t o and consider a variation ~bC6)~ 0 ~<~<~' , of the curve ~C0) , 

0~<~-<~. For a length g(5) of the longitudinal curves w =~0~s~ of this variation, we have 

l~'(o) = 0, 
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Therefore, for small 151 #0 we have ~(~)<~(0) ; however, ~(5)~?(~(6),~t,(w ) , and the rela- 

tion (8) is thereby proved. 

In an arbitrary ~-neighborhood of the shortest ~([)=[~,g) the sectional curvatures K~ 

are uniformly bounded: 0 < K5 ~C. Therefore, similarly to Lemma i, we can find an g >0 

such that a portion of an arbitrary one of the geodesics ~t passing into a ~-neighborhood of 

the shortest [~,~) contains no focal points closer than a distance g. We take a ~ such 

that ~ -6 < t'~ to. Then the (t-t') -equidistant of the geodesic ~t', within the bounds of 

the ~-neighborhood of [g,~), will be an immersed hypersurface ~. As in Lemma I, we then es- 

V tablish that ~ is a concave support to the boundary of at the point ~. 

V THEOREM 3. Let be an incomplete connected Riemannian space situated as a completely 

W geodesic submanifold in a complete Riemannian space , ~ . If there is no boundary 

V V point at which the space has concave support from within, then is self-convex (and 

W locally convex in ). 

Outline of the Proof. 1 ~ Let us assume that ~,g~V m are not connectable in V ~ by 

a shortest curve. As we did in the proof of Theorem i, we construct a sequence ~6-->0 for 

which, in compact equidistant domains F(~6] , there are shortest curves ~, and on these there 

are points ~ closest to ~ and lying on ~F(~O. At the expense of choosing a subsequence, 

we assume that the points ~i --~ g ~v~ , and the geodesics ~ , being origins for the 2~ , 

V converge to some geodesic g%, which passes into but has a terminus ~ ~ ~V ~ (Fig. 12). 

(We have not excluded the case that ~=~o but ~ cannot go as far as ~o.) 
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hT" For the geodesic ~ = 6L~ in we fix ~,(~') and K , (See the remark pre- 
, ~n 

On the segment ~ =~ of length ~ we construct in a drop [<~,$~ , 

By virtue of (9) the drop is found to be concave. It must of necessity be in~. 

(9) 

Otherwise 

(Fig. 13), by replacing ~ =~ by ~ =~', we could succeed in constructing ~<~, which 
V~. would be a concave support from within to the boundary of 

3 ~ Let us assume that the curves ~ remain geodesics on the portions g%~ extended be- 

yond 6L%'~ ; and, moreover, that I ~'~ ~[I~ ~ >0 . (This is necessarily the case if ~ # ~o ; how- 

ever, it is also possible when ~ = ~o , ~ =%1" ) We enclose the point ~ in W m by a closed 

convex ball V of diameter less than ~ and, in addition, by a smaller ball ~. As in the 

proof of Theorem I, we take ~I = D~ KI{~ ) , K~ = ~ K~[~ , where the ~ are geodesics, with 

endpoints on 0~ , lying in V and grazing ~. We make a further construction in the domain 

~;~C~ . On ~ we take a segment ~ = ~ (Fig. 14) and construct on it a drop ~,$) , with 

(9) applying with new ~ b .  For ~ sufficiently large the drop "is not in" V ~ (Fig. 14). 

Moving the vertex ~ of the drop along ~i to ~, we obtain the concave support ~(~,~'). 

4 ~ . It remains to consider that % = ~o , ~'~ = ~. We construct (in the domain ~ ) a drop 

[(0s satisfying conditions (9). The drops ~(~6~i, ~) have, for ~ sufficiently large, 

initial balls of radius $/~ in [(~ and, by themselves, fit in V m , i.e., they exist. (If 

their lateral surface "does not fit in" V ~, then, as at the end of Sac. 2 ~ (Fig. 13), we ob- 

tain concave support.) On the drops [(~%~, ~) the normal curvatures of the lateral surface 

>/_5/~ in all directions; in the direction of the meridian the~ are ~ ~ }~i 2 ; and, for 

sufficiently large, they are also ~< 31~%1~ . 

In the domain ~ we have IK~I <C. In addition, we choose ~ so large that 

3C I~1 ~ t 
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where TCC, _3/~ is defined in Lemma I. For such ~ the drop ~C~, ~) admits exterior 

equidistants with preservation of concavity (by virtue of Lemma 1 and the remark) up to sup- 

port in ~V ~. We shift the vertex %~ slightly along ~ in the direction of ~. After this, 

the drop F(~ ~ ~ ~) automatically emerges from F(LO as a lateral surface. Its equidis- 

tant, being tangent to ~V n , provides concave support. 

In Theorem 3 we can replace the assumption concerning isometric immersibility of V ~ in 

a complete W ~ by the assumption of uniform boundedness (within limits, although notof com- 

pact domains ~ c V t~ ) of the coefficients of the metric tensor and all of its first deriva- 

tives. 

The question arises: In the absence of concave supports, do we always have convexity of 

V ~ only when IE~I ~r is assumed? We saw (in Theorem i) that such is the case for E~0. 

The answer in the general case is not known. For ~=~ the answer is yes. 

THEOREM 4. In an incomplete connected two-dimensional Riemannian space V ~ let the 

Gaussian curvature be bounded in every bounded domain. If V 2 does not have concave support 

anywhere on the boundary, it follows that V ~ is convex. 

Proof. In the two-dimensional case the Fermi coordinates coincide with the semigeodesic 

coordinates [~,V) in which the linear element has the form &&~ = d~ + ~(~,V) dV ~ , wherein 

~(0,V)=~ $~(0,V)=0 . If in these coordinates a curve is given by the equation 

w : u~ Cv), ( 1 )  

then its geodesic curvature admits the representation 

key )  = + z ' )  ' - 5(I~(~V),V) ' ( 2 )  

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to V (of. [13, p. 341]). 

On some portion 0 4 V ~ f~, we can construct two of the curves (I) such that k(V) = 

i gg =Co~st. It is sufficient to take solutions of the equations 

and, then, knowing ~C~), to take solutions of the equation 

~' is the smoothness of 6CrY,V) , and the conditions 5C0,V)=4 , B~C0, v)=0 ensure the ex- 

istence of a nonzero interval [0,5] on which the required curves I and II (see Fig. 15) exist 

and on which 151 is bounded. Roch's theorem enables us to determine a rectangle ]L6] <gl, 
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Fig. 16 Fig. 17 

Ivl<6=, in which IB-il< g3 , IB l , where g >0 depends only on O(G) , and to obtain a 
uniform lower bound for ~. This allows us to construct the regions~ , shown shaded in 

Fig. 15, which replace the drops ~,~) . 

The uniform negativity of the curvature of the curves ~ and ~ (relative to the normal 

directed towards the interior of ~) allows us (according to Lemma i) to preserve the nega- 

tivity of the curvature of the boundary for equidistants diverging from ~o This enables us 

to prove Theorem 4 in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 3. 

3.4. Exterior Supports 

THEOREM I (Tietze). An open connected set ~ in is convex if, for each boundary 

point ~e $~ , there exists a local support hyperplane ~(~) passing through ~. (~ ~ ~(~ 

where ~) is a neighborhood of ~, remains to one side of this hyperplane.) 

This theorem was proved for in [2]. It is true in a linear topological space ~ , 

since it is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.1.1. 

Theorem I was strengthened by Schmidt (see [6, p. 20]): It is sufficient to require 

that ~(~) does not contain points of GN~(~), the latter not being required to be located 

to one side of ~(~) (see Fig. 16). With this extension the theorem is true in ~. 

(Proof. Assume, as in Fig. 7, that ~U~%C~ but that ~%~. We consider a seg- 

ment ~p, moving a point p from ~ to %. We can then find a first point ~ for which ~ 

is tangent to ~. Let ~ be the point of tangency. The hyperplane ~) turns out to be a 

secant close to ~ with segments Sp as p-~ ). 

In Theorem i the condition that ~ be an open set is essential. The example of a closed 

set, shown in Fig. 17, demonstrates this fact. 

THEOREM 2 (Tietze). A closed connected set F in ~ possessing interior points is con- 

vex if there exists a ~ �9 , such that for each ~ , there is a hyperplane passing 

through ~ which leaves the set F~ ~ )  in a closed half.space, where ~) is a 9-neigh- 

borhood of the point �9 in ~. 

This theorem was proved in [3, 4]. The following stronger version of it was given in 

[5]. 

THEOREM 3 (S~ss). A closed connected set F in possessing interior points is con- 

vex if there is a ~ >0 , such that for each ~ e ~F, there exists a cylinder K whose base 

is an (~-0-dimensional ball with center ~ and radius ~, where ~t Z ~ F = ~ . The height 

of the cylinder may depend on ~. 
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The problem of generalizing Theorem 3 to the infinite-dimensional case was posed in [7, 

p. 169]. Theorem 2 admits the following direct generalization [7]. 

THEOREM 4. A closed connected set F with interior points in a linear topological space 

L is convex if, for an arbitrary ~e~F , there exists a neighborhood ~(~], such that for 

each point ~C ~ N ~(~) a hyperplane passing through ~ can be found, which leaves the 

set F~(~) in a closed half space, where ~] is the neighborhood ~ -~ shifted through 

the vector~), i.e., ~(~) =~(~)+~-~ 

Proof. Let ~ be a component of the set {*~F ; it is convex in accordance with the re- 

mark made in connection with Theorem 3.2.1. The closure ~ is also convex. Let us assume 

that ~ @ F. Then, since F is connected, there is a point < e ~C~[ on ~ for which 

there exists a sequence Z{e F \ ~, Z6-~. Let ~ = ~(Z) be a neighborhood as described in 

the statement of the thoerem. Consider the origin located at the point ~. We select a neigh- 

borhood V such that V + V Z and a neighborhood W such that a segment with endpoints in 

W lies in We consider the neighborhoods and W to be star-shaped and centrally 

symmetric with respect to the origin Z. We now take a point Z ~  and a point ~ N  ~. 

On the segment ~Z{ there exists a point ~ ~ . It is easily affirmed that ~(~]=~+~ 

contains the points p and Z~. (From F,z~eW , it follows that ~eV , and, by symmetry, 

-~V; consequently, ~-~V+Vc~ , whence it follows that Z~ ~+~ . Similarly, 

~e~+~ .) No hyperplane passing through_~ can leave the point ~6 and a neighborhood of 

the point p in a half space. Therefore, ~ = F . 

THEOREM 5. Suppose that in a complete Riemannian space \~m there is singled out an in- 

complete open set which, in turn, is a Riemannian space V ~. If at each boundary point 

~ ~V m there exist, lying outside of V ~, exterior supports in the form of hyperplanes 

with arbitrarily small (in absolute value) normal curvatures, then it follows that V TM is lo- 

cally convex in W ~ and convex in the intrinsic sense. 

Theorem 5 is a consequence of Theorem 3.3.3. 
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w CURVATURE OF THE BOUNDARY 

4.1. Multiplicity of a Spherical Mapping 

Let ;" M ~--~ ~'F be a C ~ -immersion of a closed manifold M ~ in ~§ . Fixing in 

the direction of the % axis, we define on the function ~o . We say that a point 

05~m is critical for Zo~ if at this point the differential ~(%~ A critical point is 

said to be nondegenerate if at this point ~et -( ~(~J~=~))-_ ~ i ~0. Wondegenerate critical points 

are isolated points. By virtue of a theorem of Sard (see, e.g., [19, Chap. 2, w for al- 

most all directions ~ all the critical points of the function %o# are nondegenerate. 

In the definition of the critical point itself, it would be sufficient to require ~4_ 

smoothness of the immersion. We can, however, bypass -smoothness, understanding, in this 

case, a critical point to be a point 0~6 ~ in whose neighborhood Z cannot be chosen as one 

M of the coordinate functions on . 

. . . .  i M --- .  LEMMA. If ~: is a topological immersion of a closed manifold, and if for 

almost all directions of the % axis the function ~of J has two critical points, then ~ is an 

imbedding and 9(m~) is the boundary of a convex body. 

If ~=~, and if ~ is smooth and has Gaussian curvature ~ >0 everywhere, the lemma is 

obvious. Indeed, let it be assumed that interior to C0~ ~(M~ we could find a point 

05e~(~.~ Taking ~ along the normal to ~̂ at the point~, we find on ~(m~) no less than 

three tangent planes with such a normal. Since ~>0 , this situation is maintained for a 

nonzero measure of directions close to the ~ axis, which contradicts the conditions of the 

lemma. 

For ~ >~ and -smoothness of , the assertion of the lemma was proved in [6] (I). 

The proof was reproduced in [9, ii]. As was the case above, a point 05 can be found. How- 

ever, at this point we may have ~=0 . The authors of [6] (I) investigated the construction 

of a set for which ~ =0 and they showed that such a set is covered by rectilinear generators 

of different dimensionality along which a tangnetial hyperplane is maintained, whereby, moving 

along such a generator to the edge of the domain where ~=0 , we exit onto a generator of less 

dimensionality. This makes it possible, by maintaining the tangential hyperplane, to arrive 

at a point ~o close to which there are points with ~ >0 , the matter being reduced, in es- 

sence, to that described in the previous paragraph. 

For the general case of C~ the proof was given in [ii], wherein the follow- 

ing more general result was obtained, which is exemplified by Theorem 4.5 (see below). 

THEOREM (Kuiper). If $' M --~ is a topological ir~mersion of a closed manifold, 

and if for almost all directions ~ the function %o~ has two critical points, then ~ is an 

imbedding and i Ira n) is the boundary of a convex body lying in an (~+0 plane. 

The proof [ii] differs from that referred to for Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.5; it is asso- 

ciated with Theorem 5.1.3 of the section to follow. 
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4.2. Immersions with a Nonnegative Gauss--Kronecker Curvature 

THEOREM i (Hadamard). Let i : M~ -~ ~*~ be a 6 ~ -immersion of a closed orientable mani- 

fold ~ and suppose that at each point the Gauss--Kronecker curvature* is strictly greater 

than zero, ~ > 0 . Then g is an imbedding and ~(~n) is the boundary of a convex body. 

This theorem was proved in [I, 2] for ?~=~ ; however, the arguments also apply for �9 >~ . 

The condition ~>0 means that the Jacobian of the spherical mapping V: ~n__~w is posi- 

tive. Therefore, V is a local diffeomorphism. In view of the uniqueness of the covering 

~ , V is simply a diffeomorphism. Hence, M m is homeomorphic to ~ and ~M~) has pre- 

cisely two tangential hyperplanes in each direction. The matter now reduces to~Lemma 4.1. 

The a priori requirement that ~ be orientable is superfluous. For ~ odd, nonorienta- 

bility is incompatible with ~>0. For ~ even, it is sufficient at first to consider, in 

place of ~, its orientable double covering. 

For ~=~, Stoker [3] considered the case in which I is an imbedding and m 2 is a com- 

plete (in the metric induced by the imbedding) open manifold. In this case it turns out, 

for ~>0 , that ~(~) is the boundary of an infinite convex body homeomorphic to a half 

space. 

For ~=~ the requirement in Hadamard's theorem that ~>0 can be replaced by the con- 

dition ~0 . (This follows, e.g., from 4.5 or from [6] (II)). However, for ~ the re- 

quirement ~0 is not sufficient. Corresponding examples are given in [6] (II). The fol- 

lowing theorem, therefore, is a strengthening of Theorem i. 

THEOREM 2 (Chern, Lashof). In Theorem 1 the requirement ~ >0 can be replaced by the 

conditions: i) ~ >10 ; 2) the spherical mapping V : M ~--~ S ~ has degree% • . 

By Sard's theorem, V, the image of those points where ~ =0 , has a nonzero measure. 

At the remaining points of M~ the mapping onto $~ is a local diffeomorphism which, in view 

of the fact that ~ >0 , is orientation preserving. Therefore, from ~e~ V = i~ it follows 

that the set where ~>0 is mapped onto ~ in a one-to-one way. Thus, for almost all di- 

rections ~(~) has exactly two tangential hyperplanes, and the matter then reduces to Lem- 

ma 4.1. 

4.3. Total Curvature 

The following definitions of the total curvature T(~) of the ~-immersion ~ ; ~---> 

~m+Jf of the orientable manifold M ~ are equivalent. 

I) In a neighborhood of a nondegenerate critical point of the function ~o~ (see 4.1), 

this function admits, for a suitable choice of coordinates on M ~ , the representation ~o~ = 

-0~i- "" K 0~k+1 + " " " +~ �9 The number k is called the index of the function ~o at the 

point ~. 

�9 K is the product of the principal curvatures. For ~ odd, the sign of K varies with the 

change of the orientation. 

+For the concept of the "degree of a mapping" see, e.g., [20]. 
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[n ]  

Let Jlt,(~o~) denote the number of critical points with index k. After which we define 

S n 

5 where oOn is the [L-area of the unit sphere . 

M ~ and the tangent ~- 2) To the pomt Ze there corresponds the point e R 

plane to at the point ("X,') . In ~+~ p'x we fix one of the normals ~%eQ ~ to the 

plane P Let ~ be the projection of ~+; into the space spanned by and ~% . We 

take the mean value of the absolute value of the Gauss--Kronecker curvature ~(05,n%) for the 

mapping ~, ~. 

CO~ .S ~ 
after which we define [6] (I)* 

M ~ 

THEOREM (Chern, Lashof [6]). Let I : M~ ~,K --+ ~ be a ~ -immersion of the closed mani- 

fold M ~ . Then if the total curvature %(I)=~ , we conclude that ~(M~) is contained in 

some plane ~.4 ~,,~,4 and ~(M ~) is the boundary of a convex body in . 

If it has already been proved that ~(M~) lies in the (~+k~ plane ~m~k(4~k~ N) , then 

the immersion ~, considered as a mapping ~ --~ ~+~, also has ~(~)=~ . Therefore, under 

the conditions of the theorem, for N>~ it is sufficient for us to affirm that ~(~ lies 

in ~§ in order that we might have ~(M ~) C ~§ , by induction. 

From the first definition of %(~) and the condition ~(~)=~ it follows that almost 

all directions ~ in ~§ are nonsingular in the sense that the function ~~ has exactly 

two (nondegenerate) critical points. 

We choose a unit direction ~ of the % axis and a point I~ ~ , such that V~ is non- 

singular and at the point ~o =9(1~) the mapping ~ has ~ as one of the normais; moreover, the 

curvature of the Gauss--Kronecker mapping ~ for the normal ~ is different from zero, K #0 . 

Therefore, because %o~ lacks three critical points, the hyperplane <~-~.,V,>=0 does not di- 

vide ~ (~). Let us assume that N >~ . Let V= be a normal to V ~ at the same point orthogonal 

to ~ . For the normals V(~)= V~ co~t +% &gmt the curvature ~ depends analytically ont, and 

it is therefore nonnull for almost all~. Close to every v(t) there are nonsingular direc- 

tions V. This, together with E # 0 , ensures that ~(M ~) is not divided by the hyperplane 

<~-~=(V),V>=0 . However, this property of nondivision is preserved as V-~V(t) , 

~o(V)--~0s Therefore, all the hyperplanes <05- ~6o, ~(t)> =0 leave ~(M ~) in a closed half 

space. But such a half space changes into the complementary half space upon replacing ~ = 0 

by ~ =~ . Hence, for some~, all of ~(.~') lies in the hyperplane <05-~o,V(~)>=0 itself. 

By induction, ~(M ~) lies in ~+' and the matter then reduces to the Lemma 4.1. 

*For other definitions, see [18, 23]. 
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4.4. Tight and 0-Tight Immersions 

M - Let be a closed smooth manifold. We denote the smallest number of critical points 

M ~ which a smooth function with nondegenerate critical points can have on by ~(M ~) 

The -immersion ~" -~ is said to be tight if %(~)=#. This is equivalent to 

the requirement that in almost all ~ directions the function ~ ~ has ~ critical points. 

Surveys [9, ii] are devoted specially to tight immersions.* We remark that for orient- 

able manifolds M i the construction of all tight immersions I: M'--~ was described in [4]. 

We say that a topological immersion ~; M ~--~N is 0 -tight if in almost all ~ direc- 

tions the function ~o~ has exactly two strictly local extrema. 

A characteristic property of an 0 -tight immersion is the impossibility of dividing 

~(M ~) by a hyperplane into more than two components (see [8, 13]). 

g' M We recall (see [17]) that if a -function has on only nondegeneratecritical points, 

and if ~ is the number of critical points of index k, then 

k--o 

M where ~ is the Euler characteristic of . 

Since for a sphere ~ =~ , then, for the mappings : _~+N the property of being 

tight is equivalent to convexity. 

It immediately follows from the formula (i) that for ~=~ smooth 0-tight is tight. We 

therefore have the following theorem. 

THEOREM. The C~-smooth mapping ~ " S' --~ ~,+N, for which ~ (~') is not dividable by a 

hyperplane into more than two components, is an imbedding and ~(S') is the boundary of a 

convex body in some ~ . 

For N = ~ and topological I, this was proved in [8]. 

For R>~ , O-tight may not be tight. A corresponding example (see [ii, p. 221]) is 

furnished by the imbedding S 3 --~ , defined by the equation 

This example shows that the image of ~ ~ in , cut by a hyperplane into no more than 
S ~ R. ~+N two components, cannot be the boundary of a convex body. For polyhedral imbeddings --~ 

with these same properties for all ~>,~ and N~, see [13]. 

g' 
4.5. -Smooth Immersions of Bounded Extrinsic Curvature 

Pogorelov [5] identified the class of surfaces of "bounded extrinsic curvature." This 

is the C ~ -immersion ~" M ~ ~' -~ , satisfying two additional requirements: a) For almost all 

*See also: N. Kuiper, "A generalization of convexity; open problems," Proc. Internat. Conf. 
Res. Inst. Math. Sci. Kyoto Univ. (1974). (In: Prospecta in Math.) 
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directions the function ~o~ has only isolated critical points. 5) The integral over S ~ 

of the function of the multiplicity of a spherical mapping V : M = 5 ~ -~ is finite. 

An isolated critical point is said to be elliptic if at this point ~o~ has a strict 

extremum. The immersion ~ is said to be a "surface of nonnegative extrinsic curvature" if, 

in addition, for almost all ~ directions, all the critical points of the function Zo9 are 

elliptic. 

THEOREM 1 (Pogorelov). Let ~ be a surface of nonnegative extrinsic curvature. Then: 

i) In a neighborhood of an elliptic point I is a convex surface; 

2) A compact domain on the surface , having a planar edge, is a convex surface; 

3) If the surface ~ is complete and contains at least one elliptic point, then ~ is a 

complete convex surface homeomorphic to a sphere or a plane. 

Essentially, surfaces of bounded extrinsic curvature are, according to their intrinsic 

geometry [5], "two-dimensional manifolds of bounded curvature" in the sense of Aleksandrov 

[16]. In particular, besides the extrinsic curvature, the intrinsic curvature is also de- 

fined on (Borel) subsets of such surfaces. Pogorelov [5, w has proved an analog of Gauss' 

theorem concerning the relationship between the intrinsic and extrinsic curvatures: in par- 

ticular, the nonnegativity of the extrinsic curvature is a consequence of the nonnegativity 

of the intrinsic curvature. We have, therefore, the following, qualitatively different 

THEOREM 2 (Pogorelov). In the assumptions made in Theorem I, we can, without changing 

the conclusions, replace nonnegativity of the extrinsic curvature by the nonnegativity of the 

intrinsic curvature. (As before, we assume membership in the class of "surfaces of bounded 

extrinsic curvature. ") 

4.6. Sectional Curvatures and Semidefiniteness of 

the Second Fundamental Form 

In the smooth case, Theorem 4.5.2 admits of generalizations with regard to dimensionality 

[7, i0]. 

THEOREM I (Sacksteder). Let ~" M ~ ~+' C ~ be a -smooth immersion of the closed 

manifold M ~ , where ~ >~2 , and suppose that all the sectional curvatures, in the metric in- 

duced by the immersion, are nonnegative, E~ >10 . Then -~ is an imbedding and -~<m~) is the 

boundary of a convex body. 

From the many-dimensional "egregium" theorem of Gauss (see [14], or [21, po 125]) it fol- 

lows that for the hypersurface ~" ~--~§ the condition that --~6 >,0 for all two-dimen- 

sional directions (Y at the point ~ is equivalent to the semidefiniteness of the second fun- 

damental form [~<~25,V> at the point~. The validity of Theorem 1 is, therefore, a con- 

sequence* of the following result [i0]. 

*In [7] the proof was independent of [I0] ; however, it assumed ~'i smoothness. 
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THEOREM 2 (do Carmo Lima) Let ~" M ~--+ ~+N , . be a C ~ -smooth immersion of the closed 

manifold M ''~, ~ ,  N >~i , and suppose that for each pair ~5, V (where ~be M ~ and V is an 

arbitrary normal to ~ at the point ~(05)) the second quadratic form Id'I~ y > is semidefi- 

nite. Then ~ is an imbedding and ~ (M~) is the boundary of a convex body lying in an ~+~)- 

plane. 

If for some direction ~ in the function ~o~ has a critical point 0~, then ~ is 

normal to I at ~(0s and the form ~ =<d'~(05), ~>=Ci'(~ol). I f  the point~ is nondegenerate, 

then all the characteristic numbers of this form are different from zero; by virtue of the 

semidefiniteness, they are of one sign; therefore, the form is of fixed sign, i.e., its index 

is 0 or ~L , and the point is a local minimum or maximum point. 

The mapping ~ ' (~,V~--~Y, where V is a normal to Sat ~(~) , is a smooth mapping of the 

normal fibering (05,V) onto the whole sphere ~ ~+N-~ . By Sard's theorem, for almost all 

sn + N I  ~ - I  

u ~ the mapping ~ has a nonzero Jacobian at all the points of ~' (V) . The Jacobian 

differs by only a constant multiplier from the Gauss--Kronecker curvature of the mapping ~ at 

the point ~ for the normal Y (see [6] (I)). But the Hessian of the function Eo~ , at its 

critical point ~, differs only by a nonzero multiplier from the same Gauss--Kronecker curva- 

ture. Therefore, for almost all E, all the critical points of the function ~o~ are non- 

degenerate and, by what was said above, at these points the function has a strict local ex- 

t r emum. 

The compactness of ~ and the presence of only local extremum points makes it possible 

to conclude, considering the level sets of Eo~ , that (see [I0, Lemma 2]) for almost all 

the function ~o~ has no critical points besides an absolute maximum and an absolute minimum. 

It then remains to use Theorem 4.1. 

�9 - -~  ~ ' t  M ~ THEOREM 3 (Sacksteder). Let ~ ~ ~+i be a -smooth immersion, ~ >~ ; let be 

complete (in the intrinsic metric induced by the immersion); in addition, suppose that all the 

sectional curvatures ~ >10 and, at least one point and for at least one two-direction, 

~ >0. Then i is an imbedding and ~ (~) is the boundary of a convex body (possibly in- 

finite). The inequality ~(~)>0 means that at the point ~ the rank ~ of the second quad- 

M ratic form ~ ,V> is not less than 2. Let ~o = ~  D on and suppose that ~= ~ . 

Then ~(M ~) is a cylinder with a linear generator of dimensionality ~-Do and a directrix in 

the form of a convex surface of dimensionality ~o . 

Remark. Hartman and Nirenberg [15] conjectured, independently of the condition on the 

sign of ~ , that I(M ~) is a cylinder with a ~o-dimensional directrix (possibly nonconvex), 

and they proved this conjecture for ~o=~ . In [7] it was shown that when ~>~>~ this is 

no longer so,* so that in Theorem 3 the condition ~>~0 is essential, not only for the con- 

vexity but also for the cylindricity of ~(M~). (Concerning the conditions for cylindricity, 

see [15]; and, in the complex case, see [24].) 

*The hypersurface ~ ~ ~ +~=~06 ~ in serves as an example. 
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The proof of Theorem 3 (see [7]) is synthetic, relying on lemmas concerning generators 

in [6, 15]. 

We are not aware of generalizations of Theorem 3 for immersions with co-dimension N >~ .* 

However, we do have the following particular result (actually, of a localcharacter). 

T~O~ If ~: M~ ~ ~+~ ~' , ~>~ N > ~, is a -smooth immersion, and if the second 

quadratic form I is everywhere semidefinite and its rank is nowhere less than two, then ~ is 

an immersion of ~ in an (~+4)-plane ~+~ of the space .. . 

In particular, if, in addition, is complete (in the induced metric), then (N~)is 

a complete convex hypersurface in an (~+0-plane. 

This result was obtained by V. G. Dmitriev (see the present compendium, ppo 68-71). 

4.7. Immersions Preserving the Positivity of Sectional 

Curvatures under Affine Transformationst 

THEOREM (Shefel' [12]). Let ~: be a -smooth immersion, N~ ; let all 

K~ >0 , and assume that the property K~ >0 is preserved under an arbitrary nondegenerate 

affine transformation of the space ~m+N Then ~ is an immersion in in the form of a 

locally convex hypersurface. (If the metric induced in M m is complete, then ~ is an im- 

bedding and ~(MD is a complete noncylindrical convex hypersurface in e~" .) 

We give the proof in more detail than was given in [12]. It is sufficient to show that 

locally ~(m') lies in ~+' and nowhere does it fit in ~. The plane ~'~' containing 

~(M ~) is then found to be common for all of the connected ~(M') . 

we choose coordinates (~ ,~, ~4 ,... ,.. ~ such that .. ,~ are simulta- 

M ~ neously local coordinates in , i.e., in some neighborhood (~6)s <f~ the immersion 9 is 

an imbedding in the form of an~ -surface, specified by the functions ~k(~4..,~) ~C5 . 

At the point in question the ~-surface ~ has an N-dimensional space of normalso To 
4 

each normal V there corresponds a second form ~w=< V, ~(~, .... ~i,.,.,~")>, which is a 

quadratic form in s .... ,s By mean~ of a rotation of a~es ~,~" this form can 

be brought to the form ~4(~')~ § +l~(~') ~. 

It follows from the conditions of the theorem that all the numbers ~i, .... ~m are of 

the same sign (there may be an arbitrary number of zeros among them). Indeed, let ~ and~ 

be of opposite signs. We take 9 to be a unit normal. We include it in an orthonormal basis 

V|,~,...~V N for the space of normals and, in the tangent space ~[M ~) , we direct the vectors 

X ,~ along the curves ~, ~; at the point in question. For the sectional curvature ~ 

in the direction of the vectors X,~ we have, in accordance with a many-dimensional theorem 

of Gauss, 

*Such a generalization was recently obtained by L. B. Jonker, "Immersion with semidefinite 
second fundamental forms," Caned. J. Math., 27, No. 3, 610-617 (1975). 
#Besides [12], see [22]. 
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N ]b (X,Y) I 
K LXY)-zT_. " ' (1) 

E (X,Y) I 
If we subject ~n,N to a large elongation along the axes V 2,...,V N , then, in accordance 

with the assumption of the theorem, we continue to have ~>0 and the limit of (i) must be 

>0 . But the first term of the sum (i) must always be ~{~<0 while the remaining terms 

tend towards zero. 

Thus, an arbitrary form ~v retains a value ~0 or ~0 for all ~',...,~ . From this 

it follows that in ~v all the diagonal coefficients are of the same sign. Also, if all the 

diagonal coefficients are zero, then ~v ~0 . (Otherwise, a rotation of two axes would give 

rise to diagonal coefficients of differing signs.) 

In view of the fact that K~>0 , it follows from (i) that among ~,...,V N there is a 

normal for which ~ ~ 0 . Let it be, say, ~ , and let ~ be reduced to a sum of squares, 

wherein, in particular, ~ ~ 0 . Moreover, for normals ~ collinear with VI, we have the 

value I v =~(~)I~ . However, we assert that for an arbitrary normal Y, not collinear with 

V~, it is also true that ~? differs from ~v~ by only a multiplier. Actually, let ~ be the 

diagonal coefficients of the form ~V �9 If an ~ could be found for which ~ # ~" ~ then ~ ~ , 

a linear combination V of the normals ~ and ~i could be found for which I~ has diagonal ele- 

ments not all of the same sign, which has been excluded. Therefore, for ~ =V -~V I the 

_ ~. ~ 
form ~mO , and I V-~ vl . In particular, ~V~ = ~Ki~ 

Now, a rotation of the axes ~4 ..., ~ , reducing ~ to a sum of squares, simultaneously 

does this for all~ v . 

Returning to the expression (I), we can now conclude that for ~ all the ~,...,~ are 

different from 0 . In fact, directing X , Y along the curves ~i ~ we obtain from (I) 

the result 

from which i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  ~k # 0 ,  

Thus, each ~V is either of constant sign or ly=--O. 

Consider now the other normals 

where ~ 9~K = ~m~ Her e, 
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where ~ = ~$~ ~j Since ~]t , ' ' ' ,  V N is a basis in the space of normals (this time, how- 

ever, not orthonormal), we find that ~VK~0 . Let this be, say, ~i " 

We have V~ K ' , 

K ~ . �9 . ~0~ - ~ 

whence, differentiating with respect to ~ and and subtracting, we obtain 

However, we are ~ustified in considering that ~V~ has been reduced to diagonal form, i.e., 

=0 for ~i and U4.. ~i i J'~ # O. Therefore, 

:0 (i=I . . . .  k:2,...,N), 

in the system of coordinates chosen. But, then, since A k is a function only of (~,...,~5~), 

all the A K are independent of (~54~...,~): 

k 

Integrating the latter equation with respect to ~ and ~J , we obtain 

=a~ § , (2) 
"= 

i.e., 9(M~ locally lies in the (~+1)-plane (2). Since for ~V, not all the ~,...,~ are 

0 , it follows that locally ~(M ~) does not lie in an ~-plane. 
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w SECTIONS BY PLANES 

5.1. Topological Structure of Sections 

THEOREM i (Aumann). A compact set FC~ ~ is convex if for some ~-~ k-~ ~-I all its sec- 

tions FN P~ by k planes are contractible (into itself) into a point. 

Contractibility is an intuitive and strong requirement. It implies homotopic acyclicity 

(the triviality of homotopic groups, or, what amounts to the same thing, the possibility of 

extending, for all $=0,~ .... ,k-~, an arbitrary continuous mapping of a sphere ~: Sg-~F to 

a continuous mapping of a closed ball ~ "-~ --~ F ); it also implies acyclicity in the sense 

of singular homologies and acyclicity in the sense of Chekhov homologies (triviality of cor- 

responding groups of homologies). The three a priori conditions of acyclicity enumerated for 

a closed set are not consequences of one another. In view of the principle of duality for 

Chekhov homologies we can formulate the last acyclicity as a property of the open complement 

I~\F . 

In Theorem i, instead of contractibility, it is sufficient to require an arbitrary one 

of the indicated acyclicities. 

For ~ =~ and k =~ this theorem was proved in [i]. Aumann (see [5]) formulated it for 

arbitrary ~ and k in which he employed the acyclicity of the set ~\~, complemented by the 

point at infinity. Theorem 1 is a consequence of the much stronger Theorem 3 (see below). 

For independent proofs of Theorem 1 reference should be made to [5, 15,* and 16]. 

We note the following versions of Theorem i: 

Theorem 1 remains valid in the separable Hilbert space g2 (see [5]). 

For ~L = 5 the requirement that F ~ P~ be contractible can be replaced by the contrac- 

tibility of the sets F ~ Q~ and ~\F (see [3]). This cannot be done when ~>~ (see 

[5]). 

For ~ = ~ Theorem 1 remains valid for open (possibly unbounded) sets ~ C ~ (see [4]). 

In [4] it was shown that in the spherical space S3e~" , in which ~C S3is anopen set, connec- 

redness of the two-dimensional sections ~ A Q3C ~ implies the spherical convexity of ~ in 

the sense of connectedness of all the sets ~ N Q~c~ ~ , i.e., the connectibility of two points 

by at least one of the arcs of a great circle. 

The following result from [7] is somewhat of a generalization of Theorem 1 for k =2 and, 

from [16], for the general case. 

*In [15] Lemma 4 is incorrect; however, the proof is acceptable. 
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THEOREM 2. A compact set Fc--P~ m is star-shaped with respect to a point ~sF if, 

for some ~ ~ k ~ ~-~ , all the sections F N ~ passing through~ are contractible. 

It is sufficient to carry out the proof for k=~-1 since, then, from the satisfaction 

of the conditions of the general theorem for k=~ , we have convexity, and hence also the con- 

tractibility, of sections for k=~*~ , etc. up to k=~ . The following theorem is therefore 

a substantial strengthening of Theorem i. 

THEOREM 3 (Liberman). A compact set F c_ ~ is convex if it and all of its intersec- 

tions F n with support hyperplanes are contractible (or aeyclic in the arbitrary 

sense mentioned above). 

Theorem 3 was proved in [6], an unusual proof under the additional requirement of local 

contractibility given in [9]. It was also proved in [19] for acyclicity in the sense of 

Chekhov homologies. 

Proof. Let ~ =Co~vF . It is sufficient to verify that an arbitrary face ~ of the Body 

K belongs to ~. (Then ~l<eF and, in view of the contractibility of F, ~c~ ; conse- 

quently, ~ = F .) In view of the topological assumption that ~ ~c F implies ~cF , it is 

therefore sufficient to verify that ~cF , where ~ is the Boundary of the face ~ in its 

affine hull. 

We recall some notions associated with the facial structure of a convex compactum K in 

~ . Let Q~ be a support hyperplane of the compactum. We speak of ~ =Q~" ~ ~ as a face. 

The set P~ is called a pseudoface if the set PF:Pr~c PF, c...cPF,:r ~ists, such that 

P~ is a face for P~+~ . The set ~k~ consists of all points belonging to pseudofaces 

P~ of dimensionality k'4 k. The set eo~p~ ~ consists of all points belonging to faces ~ of 

dimensionality k'- ~ k. 

It is a known fact that the boundary of a k-dimensional face ~ in its affine hull is 

contained in ei~. I K �9 Moreover (see [18]), we have the inclusions 

= K cc e p K 

This enables us to verify the inclusions a['c-F and ['c F by induction on ~ F. The 

zero-dimensional faces ~F . Let [~c~ for all kl-dimensional faces ~' for k'%k. We 

then have 

•Fk+4 k ~ k I 
c_.. U Pl" Ecc[e p E =c[ U I"' c F  

from whence it follows, by topological assumptions, that Fk+~ F . 

5.2. Order of a Surface 

By the order of a mapping ~ of the manifold M ~ into the Euclidean space ~N (or the 

projective space ~§ ) we mean the maximum number of components of the pre-image of the in- 

tersection of ~(M ~) by a line. By the local order of the mapping ~ at a point ~M ~ we 

mean the order of the mapping of a neighborhood ~, not diminishable by a contraction of the 
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neighborhood ~m. For background information concerning long-term investigations of finite- 

order mappings see, e.g., the colloquium papers [ii]. 

A hypersurface of local second order in ~*~ or in ~,4 is locally convex. A hyper- 

surface of second order in ~"*', ~Z , is convex. Theorem 2.4.3 shows that a complete hy- 

persurface of second order in ~'~, ~ , is also convex. 

We recall some particular results. 

THEOREM I. If a compact set ~C~ ~ is such that every nonempty section by a line 

F N p4 consists of two points or a segment and, if every nonempty section by a plane F ~ p2 

is connected, then F is either a closed convex surface or is a piece of a convex surface 

with a planar edge (see [2]). 

THEOREM 2. If a complete surface ~C~ ~ is such that every planar section is represen- 

table as the union 0 ~ , where ~L is a complete convex curve or a convex set and the con- L=I 
vex hulls of ~ and Mj, ~ # i ' intersect in no more than a single point (not an endpoint if 

this is a ray or a segment), then ~ is a convex surface or a second-order hyperbolic sur- 

face (see [17]). 

5.3. Choice Function on Sections 

By a choice function (on a family of sets) we mean a correspondence whereby to each set 

of the nonempty sets of the family there corresponds some point of the set. 

THEOREM (Stein [14]). In order that an open set ~ ~-~ ~ be convex, it is necessary 

and sufficient that for some ~ 4 k &~ -4 , on all nonempty sections ~ N Qk by planes pK , a 

choice function I can be specified which depends continuously on pk. (This asserts, inci- 

dentally, that the values of I~KN~) fill ~ .) 

This theorem arose in connection with [12, 13].We supply its proof [14]. Thenecessityof 

the condition is obvious: In ~ we specify an arbitrary density, rapidly decreasing at in- 

finity, say, ~(~)= @-'m'~ , and we define ~ (~K ~ as the center of gravity of the mass dis- 

tributed over ~K~ ~ with density ~(~). 

We verify the sufficiency of the condition for ~=~+{ . We can see that for ~ =~-I and 

the existence of a continuous ~ the set ~ = ~0 , where ~o is the interior of the convex hull 

of ~ . This follows since, obviously, ~ C ~o and the inclusion ~o C ~ can be verified as 

follows. Let ~ 0  Every plane P~(-~,q) �9 containing ~5 ( ~ being its normal) contains at 
~-| 

least one point of ~. (Otherwise P (~,~) would separate two points ~, ~ ~ and, upon ro- 

tating P (~,@) about ~ until it passes through ~ and then about Z up to the position ~ (~,~ , 

the point <Q~'~ ~ would then go continuously from one side of ~ (~57~) to the other, by- 
- r~-I ~-I 

passing P (~,~))o Assume now that ~ ~ . Then for each ~e~ we can determine a vec- 

tor ~(~ e S~'~ drawn from 95to ~(P~(X,~)0~ . The mapping ~: ~'1--~n-~ is homotopic to 

the identity mapping since ~ and ~(~) form an angle ~ <~ . Therefore, the degree of 

= +-~ . However, ~(~)=~(-~) , which, as is known from [12], is possible only for a mapping 

of even degree. 
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The following results are proved in a similar way [14]. 

THEOREM 2. For the convexity of the open set ~ C ~ it is necessary and sufficient 

that there exist, depending continuously on an oriented hyperplane ~ , a choice function4 

on the family of nonempty "crusts" p~~N ~, ~-4 where ~+ is the positive (relative to ) 

closed half space. 

It can also be proved, under the conditions of Theorem 2, that the values of ~ fill 

and that an ~ exists which is not only continuous but is uniquely invertible on ~ . (The 
~-~ 

following problem is as yet unsolved: Is every continuous ;(Q+ ~ ~ the center of gravity 

of the sum of the two densities distributed in ~ and on ~ ?) 

THEOREM 3. In order that an arbitrary set ~ C. ~ be convex and have none other than 

single-point intersections with its support planes, it is necessary and sufficient that there 

exist a choice function of the nonempty sets ~ or ~+ ~ ~ , which depends continuously 

on p ~-I �9 
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w 6. UNIQUENESS OF NEAREST POINTS 

6.1. Chebyshev Sets in ~ 

We say that a set F in a metric space is a Chebyshev set if an arbitrary point of the 

space has a unique nearest point in F. It is obvious that a Chebyshev set is nonempty and 

closed. 

It is readily verified that in ~ any nonempty closed convex set is a Chebyshev set. 

However, in ~ the converse is also true: 

THEOREM (Bunt--Motzkin). In ~ a Chebyshev set ~ is convex. 

Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exists a segment ~ with endpoints on ~F which 

goes outside of F. Consider a ball ~ with center at the midpoint of ~ and not intersecting 
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F. In a compact family of balls [~)} , containing ~ and no point of F in its interior, we 

can find a ball D o of maximum radius. It is tangent to ~ at a single (since F is a 

Chebyshev set) point ~ . If the ball i does not touch ~o, we denote the center of p by 

4 ; but if i does touch ~o, we let p be its point of tangency. Moving the ball ~o a 

little in the direction ~, we make it possible to increase the radius of ~o without leav- 

ing the family [~I, and this contradicts the way Do was chosen. 

The search for analogs of this theorem for Banach spaces has given rise to many unsolved 

problems. A detailed survey of the results and problems in this direction was given by Vlasov 

[I]; his paper listed 140 references. In references referred to below the notation [V88], 

e.g., refers to [88] in Vlasov's survey. In the reference list appended to w we list only 

papers not mentioned in Vlasov's survey. 

The theorem was first proved by Bunt (1934) [V88] but became generally known through 

the independent work of Motzkin (1935) [vIIg]. Various proofs for ~ =s were presented in 

[VII9, VI20, and V87]; proofs valid for all ~ were given in [V88, VIII, 2, and VI03]. A num- 

ber of proofs for the Banach spaces studied have been assembled; see, e.g., [VI05, V27, VI06, 

V12, and V136]. 

A theorem of this kind does not hold in Lobachevskii space. There, a nonempty closed 

convex set is a Chebyshev set; however, nonconvex Chebyshev sets do exist: e.g., the closed 

portion of space exterior to an orisphere [V3, p. 205]. 

An analog of Theorem 6.1 in the " ~-spaces" of Busemann (see [V5]) appears in [V89]. 

6.2. Chebyshev Sets in Minkowski Space 

In the finite-dimensional Banach spaces ~ the relationship between convex and Cheby- 

shev sets depends essentially on the properties of the unit ball ~ in ~ . Even in the 

finite-dimensional case this relationship has not received a definitive explanation. 

THEOREM I. In order for the closed ball ~ to be a Chebyshev set strict convexity is 

necessary (i.e., absence of segments on ~). This property is sufficient for nonempty closed 

convex sets to be Chebyshev sets. 

The assertions are obvious. Theorem i remains true in an infinite-dimensional Banach 

space if, besides the strict convexity, reflexivity is demanded. 

THEOREM 2. If ~ has a nonsmooth boundary point �9 (at such a point there is more than 

one support hyperplane), and if this point �9 is accessible (is a point of local strict sup- 

port), then unbounded nonconvex Chebyshev sets ~exist in ~ . 

Such a set ~ is readily constructed by expanding the tangent cone too at �9 and taking 

to be the exterior portion of space bounded by this cone. 

THEOREM 3. Smoothness of ~ is sufficient for the convexity of any Chebyshev set ~ in 

~. 

This follows, for example, from Theorem 6.4.4., proved below. 
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THEOREM 4. In Theorem 3 smoothness (for ~>~) is not a necessary condition. 

This result was mentioned in [V29] and proved in [V71]. 

THEOREM 5. For ~>~, for the convexity of all the Chehyshev sets it is necessary and 

sufficient that the ball ~ have no nonsmooth accessible points. 

This result was proved independently in [VI, V72, and I0]. Similar necessary and suf- 

ficient criteria have not been established for ~>3. 

B THEOREM 6. In the class of all nonempty closed convex sets coincides with the class 

of Chebyshev sets if and only if the ball ~ is strictly convex and smooth. 

This follows from Theorems i, 2, and 3. (Theorem 6 for ~=~ is trivial and was already 

mentioned in [VII9]. It was proved for arbitrary ~ in [V27]o In view of the reservations 

present in [V27] and corrected in [V29], the reasoning given in [6] is not correct, although 

the result is true. It was noted in [V136] that Theorem 6 can be derived from [V89]o) 

THEOREM 7. For bounded sets the conditions of Theorem 6 are not necessary conditions~ 

see the remark in [V29, V71]. 

6.3. Sets of Sun Type 

A closed set ~ in a linear normed space X is called a sun if, for an arbitrary point 

~X \ ~ , there is in F at least one nearest point, and among these nearest points there 

is a point ~ which remains a nearest point in ~ for an arbitrary point of the ray ~$ 

THEOREM. If ~ is a sun and the ball ~ in X is smooth, the set F is convex. 

This theorem is geometrically obvious. The union of all open balls with centers on the 

ray ~ and with the point ~ on their boundary forms (in view of the smoothness of~) an 

open half-space; the complement is a closed half-space. Since $ is an arbitrary point from 

X \I , it follows that F is the intersection of closed half-spaces. 

A similar statement for ~ appears in [VI04]; for in [V124]; for Banach spaces X 

in [v27, v12]. For an accurate proof and generalizations, see [i, Theorem 3.9]. Actually, 

the proof reduces to a sufficient criterion of convexity in a Hilbert space H (see [7]). 

6.4. Chebyshev Sets in Banach Spaces 

For infinite-dimensional Banach spaces sufficient requirements on the ball ~, which 

would guarantee convexity of all Chebyshev sets, have not been found. 

Not even the following concrete problem has been solved: Is every Chebyshev set F in 

a Hilbert space H convex? Klee (see [VI08]) considers that the answer, more likely, is in 

the negative (although for H nonseparable). Some arguments (not many) in favor of this 

opinion are given in [V107; VI08; V62; V36, p. 36; and i, p. 54]. In [V62] it was shown that 

if there is a nonconvex Chebyshev set F in H , then such an F must have as its complement a 

bounded convex set. The possibility of the latter situation has not been disproved, but a 

similar type of situation was realized in [VI07]. 
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All the existing results concerning the convexity of Chebyshev sets F in infinite- 

dimensional Banach spaces B have been obtained, so far, by imposing additional conditions 

not only on the properties of the ball ~ in B but also on the properties of ~ itself. The 

conditions on ~ are usually concerned with smoothness, reflexivity, strict convexity, uni- 

form convexity, and similar such properties. The conditions on F relate to the partial 

properties of compactness, weak Completeness, continuity of the operation of "projection" 

onto a set, and so on. Various combinations of the conditions imposed has resulted in a 

large number of partially overlapping results. Referring the reader to the survey [i] for 

the details, we present, without proofs, examples of such results. 

There are several theorems (see [i, Theorems 4.29-4.32]) giving necessary and sufficient 

conditions for convexity: 

THEOREM 1 (Klee). Let B be a uniformly convex space, uniformly smooth in all direc- 

tions. Then, for F to be a nonempty closed convex set, it is necessary and sufficient that 

F be a weakly closed Chebyshev set. 

A space is uniformly convex if for arbitrary g>O , there exists a ~ >0 , such that 

R~=~=i and II~-~l <& imply R~+~li>~-~. A space is uniformly smooth in all directions 

if for an arbitrary ~e~ , ~0 , the ~ D~-t~U-U~ exists, uniformly for all ~ll=I. 
t+0 t 

THEOREM 2 (Efimov and Stechkin). Let ~ be smooth and uniformly convex. In order that 

the Chebyshev set F be convex, it is necessary and sufficient that ~ be approximately com- 

pact (or that it be sequentially weakly closed). 

A set F is approximately compact if for each 05 s 5\ F , any sequence ~ms F, for which 

9(05,~ --~(05, F) , is compact. 

THEOREM 3. In the space ~ the class of nonempty closed convex sets coincides with the 

class of approximately compact Chebyshev sets if and only if it coincides with the class of 

Chebyshev sets, the projection onto which is a continuous mapping; and, also, if and only if 

the space 5 is smooth and the relations ~s 5 , ~ ~ 5* ' I (05m) --~ ~ imply the conver- 

gence of ~. Here, ~ is the unit sphere in ~ and ~* is the unit sphere in the conjugate 

space. 

A summary of thirteen various sufficient criteria for the convexity of Chebyshev sets 

in a smooth Banach space was given in [i, Theorem 4.28]; mentioned there is an unusual suf- 

ficient criterion (see [V62]) for the convexity of a Chebyshev set in a Hilbert space. 

As a typical example, we give, along with the proof, one of the sufficient criteria men- 

t ioned. 

THEOREM 4 (Vlasov). If in the smooth space ~ the Chebyshev set ~ is boundedly compact, 

then ~ is convex. (Bounded compactness means compactness of the intersection of ~ with 

every closed ball. This property is always satisfied in a finite-dimensional space ~ .) 

Proof. In view of Theorem 6.3, it is sufficient to confirm that ~ is a sun. Suppose 

that 05 ~ 5 \ ~ ; ~ is a nearest point to ~ in ~ ; and, on the ray ~, precisely is the last 
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point for which ~ is nearest in ~. We surround ~ by the ball ~, not grazing F , and we 

consider the special mapping ~:i--~ d �9 For each point ~e%, we obtain a nearest point 

U~ ~ , and on the ray U~ we take the last point UYof its intersection with i. The map- 

ping ~ carries ~ into ~. It is continuous since ~ is a Chehyshev set. @(1) is the 

compact part of ~ since ~ is boundedly compact. According to Schauder's principle, q has 

a fixed point. The latter must lie on ~% beyond ~; this contradicts the way ~ was chosen. 

This theorem was proved for the first time in [VI2]. 

6.5. Chebyshev Sets in Metric Spaces 

Assume now that M is an arbitrary set in a metric space X . For each point ~ ~X , 

there is defined a set (possibly empty) ~(~)cX , consisting of points in ~ nearest to M. 

Many of the sufficient criteria for the convexity of Chebyshev sets, concerning which 

we spoke in 6.4, are extendable to non-Chebyshev sets M for which, at each point ~x , the 

projection ~(~) on M is nonempty and possesses an additional property (compactness~ or con- 

nectedness, or acyclicity). In the case of Chebyshev sets, Q(~) would be a single point 

and we could speak of the continuity or the discontinuity of the mapping ~--~(~). When 

the ~(~) are nonempty sets, we could speak of this or that semicontinuity of the multi- 

valued mapping ~--~Q(~). 

Various sufficient criteria for convexity in Banach spaces ~ , formulated in these terms, 

were given in [I] as the Theorems 4.19-4.26. For example, to Theorem 6.4.4 there corresponds 

the following supposition. 

THEOREM. If the space ~ is smooth, the set ~ is boundedly compact, and if for all 

the projection ~(~) is nonempty and acyclic, then ~ is convex. 

Remarks. In connection with the questions of uniqueness and existence of approximations 

~(~) in the set M for elements ~X , equivalences have been established for a number of 

the properties of the spaces X {hemselves; in addition, there have been established general- 

izations of the concept of a "sun," criteria for suns, criteria for Chebyshev sets, and also 

for sets M with various properties for the operation of projection or for the projections 

P(~) themselves. See the survey [i]. To the references in [i] we add the following: [4, 

5, 14, 15, and 16]. 

References [V123, V96, 12, and 13] concern themselves with special points not having a 

unique nearest point in anonconvex set M~ ~ . 

In [V136] a sufficient criterion, in terms of nearest points, was given for convex bodies 

with a finite number of spherical voids removed from them. 

6.6. Farthest Points 

By analogy with Chebyshev sets in metric spaces X , considerations have been given to 

sets ~ in which, for an arbitrary point of the space, there is a unique farthest point. In 

~ such a set M is necessarily a single point (see [3, V136]). This same result was ob- 

tained in [9, ii] for the more general spaces. 
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A mapping, similar to a projection, associating to each point ~s the set of points 

y(~) c~ farthest from ~, was studied independently in [VI03, 3, 4, V136, and V64]. 

6.7. Distance to the Boundary 

Let 9(~) be the distance of a point ~6~ to the boundary of the open connected set 

THEOREM. For convexity of the domain ~ it is necessary and sufficient that the func- 

tion ~9[~) be convex in ~. 

This well-known criterion for convexity serves as the source of important generalizations 

in the theory of functions of several complex variables. (See, e.g., [8]. A proof of this 

theorem is given in [8, p. 133].) 
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w SYSTEMS OF SETS 

Convexity criteria for all the sets of a family exist, formulated in terms of the proper- 
ties of the family. We give two examples. 

7.1. Converse of a Theorem of Helly 

We say that a family of sets in ~ possesses the Helly property if in this family each 

subfamily of at least ~+~ sets has a common point if in this subfamily any ~+I sets have a 

common point. 

THEOREM 1 (Dvoretzky). Let [F~I be a family of ~-dimensional (not lying in hyperplanes) 

compact sets in ~ , where [F~I , together with each set, contains all its images under non- 

degenerate affine transformations. Then, if [F~I possesses the Helly property, it follows 

that the F~ are convex. 

Theorem 1 was proved in [i] under slightly weakened conditions. 
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THEOREM 2 (Guggenheimer). Let ~F~I be a family consisting of a finite number of closed 

E (or of an arbitrary number of compact) ~-dimensional sets in , and let ~ be the family 

of all rt-dimensional simplexes. Then, if the family ~F~IU~ possesses the Nelly property, 

all the F~ are convex. 

Theorem 2 was proved in [3]. 

7.2. Connectedness of Intersections 

THEOREM (Nublev). Let [F~I be a family of connected compact sets in ~ containing, 

along with each F~ , all sets obtained from F~ by means of a motion, and containing also, 

along with two sets, their intersection. Then, all the F~ are convex. 

This theorem was proved in [2]. 
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A THEOREM OF YU. A. AMINOV 

Yu. D. Burago UDC 513/516 

We give a simple proof of a somewhat stronger theorem of Yu. A. Aminov concerning 

a lower estimate of the diameter of a surface immersed in ~ , this estimate being 

a function of the mean curvature of the surface and of its Ricci curvature. 

In [i] Aminov established a lower estimate for the radius A N of a ball in ~N , contain- 

ing an immersed smooth complete* manifold F ~ without an edge, N >~ ~, 

4 
+ 2 ' (1) 

F where -~ <0 is a lower bound of the Ricci curvature of and H ~ is an upper bound of 

the modulus of the vector H(~) of the mean curvature F ~. 

For ~=~ inequality (i) gives ~0 )~. This estimate was proved in [i] independently 

of the case ~)3 and represents a very refined result, although, technically, the proof for 

~3 is very complicated. For the case ~ ~3, the following simple proof clarifies, it seems 

to us, the nature of the estimate (i) and somewhat strengthens it. 

THEOREM. For N >~)~ , 

*We have in mind completeness relative to the metric induced by the immersion. 

Translated from Zapiski Nauchnykh Seminarov Leningradskogo Otdeleniya Matematicheskogo 
Instituta im. V. A. Steklova AN SSSR, Vol. 45, pp. 53-55, 1974. 
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